A Vision Of Comfort
On paper, Custom Comfort by Winn is a
premier mattress manufacturer headquartered
in Hopewell, Virginia. But the
company is, in every respect, all
about Winn Butterworth, the
President and CEO.

Winn grew up in Hopewell,
studied at the University
of Virginia, and then
learned the mattress
trade as a salesman for
one of the big mattress
manufacturers. Ten years
later, he started his own
mattress company back in
his Virginia hometown.

That was nearly 20 years ago. Today,
Winn is a bona-fide sleep expert. He’s
informed about industry trends, how
medical issues and lifestyle
changes affect sleep,
and how technological
advances have changed the way
people sleep. The result of everything he’s learned
is his very own Winndom™ Mattress Collection.

By

Custom

Comfort

Every Winndom Mattress is made where the very first one was made, in a retired
high school-turned-mattress factory. The gym is part of the manufacturing
facility and the old locker rooms serve as offices. Different? Of course, but a
high-gloss, high-speed facility just wouldn’t be right. Because it’s not about how
FAST we make our mattresses, it’s about how well WE MAKE our custom mattresses.

The making of the
Winndom Mattress Collection
The Winndom Mattress is made with a “temperature-smart”
foam that responds to your body contours, sleep
positions and temperature for incredible customized
comfort all night long. It also reduces stress on
key pressure points such as hips, knees, and elbows.

Featuring revolutionary
“temperature-smart” foam

				 • Our innerspring mattress units are the finest quality
				 • Made with a highly advanced foam, some were 				
				
originally developed for NASA to relive the enormous
				
pressures of space flight on astronauts
				 • Proven to reduce tossing and turning
			 • Conforms to every curve of your body, encouraging 		
			
near perfect spinal positioning, pressure/weight 				
				
distribution and support
				 • Eliminates pressure points and helps with
				
blood circulation
			 • Made with an open-celled structure that doesn’t allow
				
for heat buildup
				 • Returns to its original shape in the morning

Finest quality advanced
innerspring systems 			 • Available in your choice of innerspring or

				

all-foam varieties

				 • Foams are available in Plush or Firm versions

The

Difference

What makes a mattress company truly different?
To Winn, there are three things:

You need a reason for being that goes beyond just
selling mattresses. While some of our competitors sell mattresses,
we sell a great night’s sleep

You need to pay attention to the little things.
The quality is everywhere in our mattresses, from the foam and
polyester fiber, boxsprings, and hardwood frames that all exceed
industry standards. We never forget that while you can’t always
see quality, you can always feel it.

You need to be easy to get along with.

If you have

a question or concern about your new mattress, give Winn a
call and he’ll take care of it. When was the last time a mattress
company gave you that kind of guarantee?

Testimonials are consumer proof that our products are one
of a kind and a must when choosing a new mattress for your
home. Don’t hesitate, call one of our retailers today. To find
testimonials and retailer listings, please visit our website at
www.winndom.com for more information

